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Q:1 write true or false
1 The Genie asked the farmer for his wages.
2 The farmer give the Genie a big meal to eat.
3 The farmer asked the Genie to pull the dog's tail.
4 We can see water vapour in the air.
5 Heat changes water into water vapour.
6 We can see water vapour changes into water
7 Water vapour can changes into water drops.
8 The air we breathe out has no water vapour in it.
Q:2 choose the correct answer to each question.
1 What warms the earth.
a) air
b) the sun
2 What can't we see in the air.
a) water drops
b) water vapour
3 When do we have water vapour in the air?
a) all the time
b) when it's rain
4 What changes water vapour into water drops.
a) hot air
b) cold air
Q:3 who says this word to whom.
1 I shall ask for no wages.
Ans: Genie to farmer
2 you will always have work to do
Ans: Farmer to genie
3 what is my next task?
Ans: Genie to farmer
4 the house is built the big meal is ready.
Ans: Genie to farmer
5 what an easy task!
Ans: Genie to farmer
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Q:4 Q:4 match the words.
1 a dog.
A) hits
2 a baby
B) caries
3 a teacher.
C) hisses
4 a snake.
D) teaches
5 a porter.
E) cries
6 a cricketer.
F) yelps
Ans: 1- F 2-B 3-D 4-C 5- B 6- A
Q:4 choose the correct word to fill in the blanks.
1 the sky is clear (clean/clear) today.
2 the sun gives us heat. (heat/hot)
3 dark clouds were floating (floating/swimming) in the sky.
4 we can't see (see/look) water vapour in the air.
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Q 1 State the meaning of the following words.
1 floating: Moving slowly in the air
2 frozen: Turned into Eyes
3 damp: Slightly wet
4 might: Strength or power
5 puddles: Small pools of water
Q 2 Write the plurals of the words given below
1 Calf-Calves
2 wife- wives
3 thief- Thieves
4 Leaf - Leaves
5 Bus- Buses
6 branch- Branches.
Q 3 Answer the following questions in brief.
1 What kind of feather does a duck have?
Ans: A duck has oily feathers.
2 Who appeared before the farmer?
Ans: A genie appeared before the farmer.
3 What was Mr Roy doing in his room?
Ans: Mr Roy was reading newspaper in his room.
4 What did the boy take out office bag?
Ans: The boy took out a sandwich of his bag.
5 How did the Genie look?
Ans: The Genie looked very big and strong.
6 Where does a duck find food for itself?
Ans: The dog finds food underwater.
7 Does a duck do everyday?
Ans: The Dark Preens everyday.
8 What promise did the boy make to Mr Roy?
Ans: The boy promised that I shall never do that again.
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